
 EMERGING SOCIAL MOVEMENTS AND THE RISE

 OF A DEMANDING CIVIL SOCIETY IN TAIWAN

 Hsin-Huang Michael Hsiao

 In this essay I will sketch the general background of the protest
 movements that have emerged in Taiwan during the 1980s. The purpose
 here is not to theorize about these movements in any major way but to
 directly report my observations concerning the historical origins and
 social, political, economic contexts in which they arose. I will examine
 the commonality as well as the uniqueness of their objectives and goals;
 and discuss the character of their activities. Finally, I will elaborate
 tentatively on the developing relationships between a 'soft authoritarian
 state' and a 'demanding civil society', as manifested in these emerging
 social movements.

 Historical Origins and Political and Economic Contexts

 Based on the available empirical survey findings since 1980, the people
 of Taiwan have constructed a collective consciousness in defining the
 autonomous quality of 'the society'. Public attitudes towards the
 government have also changed; people have demanded that the state
 face new social issues, such problems as worsening public safety,
 environmental quality, economic crimes, income distribution, obscenity
 and prostitution, and traffic conditions, instead of concentrating
 exclusively on those problems that have long occupied the government,
 such as national security, political stability, and economic growth.
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 It would be useful to employ three analytical concepts - political
 forces, economic forces, and social forces - to portray the changes that
 have been manifested in power relations in post-war Taiwan. In earlier
 essays I discussed three periods exhibiting different power dynamics in
 each.' I will elaborate my observations in more detail here.

 I call the first period, from 1947-62, 'political forces in absolute
 command'. Beginning in 1947, when the tragedy of the 'February 28
 Incident' erupted and the Nationalist troops brutally massacred local
 Taiwanese, the KMT regime established an unchallengeable
 authoritarian regime on the island. All aspects of public life were placed
 completely under the control of the party-military state. Political
 considerations overruled all economic and social factors, and economic
 rehabilitation and stability were given high priority not for any
 developmental reason but simply for the political survival of the regime.

 No recognition was granted to any indigenous social forces.
 Taiwanese civil society fell under the complete control of the
 Mainlander-dominated central state apparatus. Suppression and coercion
 were immediately applied to any autonomous demands from 'the
 society' that might threaten the legitimacy of the party-state.

 I call the second period, from 1963-78, 'economic forces in relative
 command'. During this period of state-society relations, economic
 forces gradually emerged as the KMT state incorporated economic
 growth into its priority agenda for ruling Taiwan. A shift from an Import
 Substitution Industralization (ISI) strategy to an Export Oriented
 Industralization (EOI) strategy has 'manufactured' the private
 capitalists, both Mainlanders and Taiwanese, the booming small and
 medium-sized enterprises, and the emerging urban middle classes, in
 addition to the increasing numbers in the industrial working class.

 Economic considerations were taken very seriously, allowing the
 rise of new economic interests to articulate and exert their influence on
 the state. However, the KMT regime was still very much in command of
 most aspects of the Taiwan economy. Economic forces exchanged
 political loyalty to the KMT state in return for more open opportunity
 structures in the EOI development phase. By the end of the 1970s, the
 previous separation of the political and economic forces was
 transforned when the two forces formed coalitions and combined
 powers to accelerate capitalist development.

 Hsin-Huang Michael Hsiao, 'Analysing the Changes of Social Paradigms in
 Taiwan in the 1980s', China Times, 10 October 1984; and Hsin-Huang Michael
 Hsiao, 'On Affluence, Pluralism, and Social Forces: Reflections on the Social
 Transformation of Taiwan in the Past Ten Years', China Times, 5 April 1985.
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 Toward the end of this period, some 'root seeking' efforts were
 made by various sectors of the previously pacified and coerced civil
 society. Among them, the social sciences assumed a new significance,
 as did the indigenization of literature, music and dance, and a new kind
 of 'Taiwan consciousness' emerged among many intellectuals.2 Yet
 these social and cultural efforts to redefine the nature of Taiwan social
 reality were confined to the intellectuals and not channelled to other
 social groups and economic classes. A 'civil society' had not yet been
 mobilized to challenge directly the power of the authoritarian state,
 though the political opposition had already gained wider support from
 the populace.

 I call the third period, from 1979 to the present, 'social forces in
 mobilization'. In the past ten years, the civil society, across ethnic and
 class lines, has developed a new life cycle. Industrial development
 nurtured the civil society with necessary economic resources; the basic
 needs of various sectors and classes were, by and large, met in a
 maturing capitalist Taiwan. The civil society's different segments
 started to press for change within the existing system of state-society
 relations. One means was to voice grievances growing out of the serious
 social problems facing Taiwan. The other, and more direct, way was to
 organize collective action, with demands that the state should respond.

 A mobilized civil society is consequently emerging in Taiwan. That
 is not to say that this civil society is a homogeneous entity, but when
 various segments of civil society make their claims on the state, they
 join the same frontline. With the class structure of Taiwan still in a
 formative phase, no distinct class consciousness has yet developed; and
 collective actions have not been mobilized along clear class lines, since
 the common target has been the state, not other classes. By social
 movements, thus, I mean collective actions that directly question state-
 society relations, particularly the mode of state control over civil
 society.3

 One objective of Taiwan's protest movements of the 1980s has been
 to acquire autonomy from the domination of the authoritarian state.
 Reform has been sought not only of a specific public policy or a specific

 2 Hsin-Huang Michael Hsiao, 'The Taiwanese Consciousness of Taiwan's
 Intellectuals: A Sociological Assessment', in Hsiao, The Taste of Sociology,
 (Dong-Da Books, Taipei, 1988), pp.185-212.

 3 Compare Alain Touraine, 'Social Movements and Social Change', in Orlando F.

 Borda (ed.), The Challenge of Social Change (Sage Publications, Beverly Hills,
 California, 1985), pp.77-92.
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 function of the state apparatus but also to transform the power relations
 between the authoritarian state and the mobilizing civil society.

 It may be useful to mention some current theorizing concerning the
 nature of the KMT state. The state in Taiwan has long exercised
 dominance and autonomy vis-d-vis the economic and social spheres; the
 explicit coexistence of authoritarianism and capitalism is also evident.4
 This became particularly evident during the second period. As the
 emerging economic interests began to articulate their influence in the
 later phase of authoritarian-capitalist development, other sectors of
 society also benefited from the increased resources that could be
 mobilized to make claims on the state for greater autonomy. The effects
 of these combined forces characterized the third period and contributed
 to what has been conceptualized as a systematic transition from 'hard' to
 'soft' authoritarianism5 - a transition which, during the past few years,
 was met with acquiescence by the KMT ruling elites. This process did
 not come about naturally, as some local observers assert, but was the
 result of a conscious response by the KMT, designed to absorb the
 expansion of demands from the civil society. These emerging social
 movements have played a significant role in accelerating the transition
 process.

 The Emerging Social Movements: Commonality and Uniqueness

 By the end of 1988, a total of 17 social movements had emerged to
 make claims on the state. Their claims were varied, but we can delineate
 the following types: 1) Grievances against the state's inaction when
 confronted by problems, with new demands for consumer protection,
 pollution control, and ecological conservation. 2) Protests against state
 policies regarding ethnic groups and minorities' language rights, land
 control, and cultural identity and preservation. Protests have also arisen
 against inadequate policies in caring for disadvantaged groups such as
 the elderly, the handicapped, and veterans and even the treatment of
 certain religious groups. 3) Challenges to the state's corporatist mode of
 control over key social groups such as workers, farmers, students,
 women, and teachers and intellectuals. 4) Demands to change the

 4 Chalmers Johnson, 'Political Institutions and Economic Performance: The
 Government-Business Relationship in Japan, South Korea, and Taiwan', in
 Robert Scalapino (ed.), Asian Economic Development: Present and Future
 (IEAS, University of California, 1985), pp.63-89.

 5 Edwin Winckler, 'Institutionalization and Participation in Taiwan: From Hard to
 Soft Authoritarianism?', China Quarterly, no.99 (September 1984), pp.481-99.
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 established rules governing politically sensitive issues such as the ban
 on contacts between the peoples of Taiwan and the Mainland, and the
 human rights of political victims.

 The following is a brief description of the 17 major social
 movements in terms of their year of origin, stated objectives, major
 participating organizations, and the methods used for making claims.

 1. Consumers Movements (1980-): Consumers rights are the main
 concern of this social movement that emerged in 1980. The Consumers'
 Foundation, the first active grassroots consumer organization, was
 established by middle-class intellectuals and professionals on behalf of
 all consumers. Up until 1987, the Consumers' Foundation was still the
 most active social movement in Taiwan's civil society. Its very
 existence, and the pressures it has exerted on the related government
 agencies for more positive actions on consumer protection, has been
 significant in proving to the state that Taiwan's society is no longer
 passive.

 The consumer movement also served as a model for other social
 movements to emulate, in order to learn how to mobilize to make
 demands on the state. The methods used by this movement have been a
 mixture of sounding alarms to the public through effective media
 coverage, engaging in policy dialogues with officials, consumer
 education via seminars and meetings, publishing monthly Consumer
 Reports, and granting legal assistance to consumers injured by negligent
 manufacturers. Though the consumer movement consciously tried to
 appeal to be depoliticized in its initial years in order to survive, it has
 very successfully pressed the state to respond.

 The key element has been the active participation of a large number
 of liberal scholars and professionals who, in the eyes of the state, are not
 threatening the existing power base of the regime. In a later
 development, the liberal scholars who supported the consumer
 movement extended their support to other newly emerging social
 movements. It can be said that the success achieved by the consumer
 movement has legitimized subsequent social movements.

 2. Local Anti-pollution Protest Movements (1980-): Even though
 environmental pollution problems were worsening during the 1970s, and
 local pollution victims voiced their grievances long before 1980, the
 local anti-pollution protests did not become widely known to the public
 and widely covered in the media until the early 1980s. Local residents
 who had fallen victim to pollution were the ones who organized all of
 these anti-pollution protests, with some external support volunteered in
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 the later years by scholars, university students, and concerned
 journalists.

 According to my estimate, based on a study using media coverage
 of such protests, there were 108 such protest campaigns in various
 localities around the island from 1981 to 1988.6 The protesters used a
 mix of threatened violence and coercion to force polluters to comply
 with the demands of the victims, usually after long and drawn-out
 petitioning of local government agencies failed to produce any results.
 Taiwan has no specific or effective law governing the methods for
 dealing with pollution disputes, but past experiences of local victims in
 dealing with the government have convinced them to take direct action.
 This has generally proved satisfactory and effective, with the polluting
 factories being forced to make improvements or even to close down. In
 some cases, where stopping a proposed industrial facility was the major
 objective, the plans to construct the new plant were eventually cancelled
 due to the strong and persistent resistance.7

 Even though the direct objectives of such localized protest
 movements were restricted to a single pollution issue, the result has been
 a growing public distrust of the state's determination to solve worsening
 pollution problems. Another significant consequence is the permanent
 establishment of local anti-pollution organizations as well as the
 formation of several nation-wide environmental organizations such as
 the 'Taiwan Environmental Protection Union' and the 'Taiwan
 Greenpeace Organization'. These local and nation-wide environmental
 groups exert constant pressure to improve the state's future
 environmental policy.

 3. Conservation Movement (1982-): Beginning in 1980, a few concerned
 scholars and writers began campaigning for the conservation of selected
 areas where wildlife or natural scenery were endangered. The initial
 efforts attracted neither a great deal of public attention nor government
 response but in 1982, the Society for Wildlife and Nature (SWAN) was
 founded with the active participation of conservationists and academics.
 This newly established conservation movement takes a soft-line
 approach to make its claims. It turns to persuasion through newspaper
 articles, magazine publications, education, and arranged visits for
 concerned people to natural conservation sites such as national parks. In

 6 Hsin-Huang Michael Hsiao, The Structural and Processual Analysis of the Anti-
 Pollution Protests in Taiwan in the 1980s (Environmental Protection
 Administration, R.O.C., 1988).

 7 ibid.
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 comparison to the anti-pollution movement, it does not have a mass
 base, and few demonstrations and protests have been mounted.
 Conservation of nature continues to be a middle-class intellectual's
 concern.

 4. Women's Movement (1982-): A women's movement has re-emerged
 after a long silence of about ten years. The first wave of Taiwan's
 women's movement was initiated in the early 1970s by a few
 progressive women intellectuals led by Miss Lu Hsio-Lian, then an
 active opposition leader involved in the Kaoshiung incident in 1979. At
 this initial stage the movement did not gain much social support but
 rather aroused suspicions of political motivation, at least among the
 leaders of the KMT regime.

 The women's movement revived when a new women's group, 'The
 Awakening', was organized by a later generation of feminist
 intellectuals. This new women's group, which received a broadly
 sympathetic response from the public, breathed life into Taiwan's
 feminist movement by posing controversial feminist issues that
 challenged the established male-dominant beliefs and social mores.

 In the past few years, many other women's organizations have been
 established for various women's causes, such as protection of teenage
 prostitutes, child welfare, the enhancement of women's status in society
 and the environment. The movement challenges the discriminatory legal
 arrangements upheld by the state; and it organizes study sessions on
 women's issues, holds rallies and demonstrations for specific purposes,
 and educates the public via the mass media.

 5. Aborigine Human Rights Movement (1983-): It started as a cultural
 consciousness campaign by a group of young tribal aborigines (shandi
 ren) who had been educated in urban Taipei. The 'Aborigine Human
 Rights Promotion Association' was founded in 1983, advocating legal
 and social rights for Taiwan's minorities, who comprise about 2 per cent
 of the total population. Several challenges were made to the state's
 policies on aborigine land rights; against demeaning comments about
 aborigines contained in the primary school textbooks; against a nuclear-
 waste site constructed on Orchid Island where the Yami tribe resides;
 and in support of a call for using indigenous names rather than the
 imposed sinicized names given to the aborigines.

 Demonstrations and protests have been the major tactics used in this
 movement, and an alliance was recently formed to push the movement's
 current objectives on land rights for the aborigines. It is a minority-
 oriented elite social movement, receiving considerable support from
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 educated aborigines as well as from church groups who have a strong
 sympathy toward the aborigines' situation.

 6. Student Movement (1986-): Keeping campuses quiet, especially at
 universities, has long been a major target for the KMT, which effects
 state control by means of various corporatist tools, 'hard' and 'soft'
 alike. It has been very effective in keeping university campuses isolated
 from external political activism. Until recently, university students had
 been quiescent and no direct challenges were made to threaten the
 power of the state. A short period of student activism in the early 1970s,
 caused by Taiwan's worsening diplomatic situation, resulted in demands
 for more vigorous political and social reforms. However, it was quickly
 and effectively defused as the state channelled the students' enthusiasm
 and energies into a depoliticized social service campaign. The active
 operations of the famous China Youth Corps also consumed students'
 attention and energies in various recreational and social activities year
 round.

 In the early 1980s some university students began to pay attention
 to and even support opposition candidates in elections; some engaged in
 campus reform efforts. However, this student activism was never fully
 energized nor organized into a large-scale student movement. Since
 1986, this situation has changed, starting with demands by a group of
 active students at National Taiwan University for more liberal policies
 on the campus. This campus reform movement challenged university
 authority and the KMT state's hidden campus security rules. The stated
 objectives were quite simple; the students demanded a democratic form
 of student self-governance, and a politically autonomous campus free
 from KMT influence, and they questioned the legitimacy of the presence
 of military officials and the imposed military and political education.
 Within two years, the student movement spread to many other university
 campuses, and a cross-campus alliance has been formed to apply more
 effective collective pressure on the state's educational policy.

 7. New Testament Church Protests (1986-): This typically single-issue
 protest, undertaken by a religious group, erupted when a government
 agency and the Garrison Command Force banned a church group from
 settling in a remote mountain area in southern Taiwan. Some violent
 conflicts have erupted between the church followers and police forces
 during the past few years. The situation became more complicated when
 the government refused entry permits to a group of international New
 Testament visitors to Taiwan. This protest movement relies upon street
 rallies and demonstrations to promote its cause.
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 Due to the unique nature of the religion, the cause has not been
 widely supported by the general public, and the protest movement is
 confined to church followers alone. No sign of a coalition with any other
 movement has been observed. Its internal cohesion and ability to
 mobilize is exceptionally strong; its denunciations of the government are
 both forceful and direct. Through the mediation of scholars, settlement
 in the particular mountain area has been permitted receritly and protest
 action from church followers has gradually disappeared.

 8. Labour Movement (1987-): The KMT state's labour policy has been
 quite regressive in terms of granting labour unions autonomy and
 protecting labour welfare. Workers have been a prime target for state
 controls. The unions have been dominated by management, strongly
 aided by the KMT machine. The workers tended to be quiescent,
 particularly the first generation of the industrial working class, which
 was largely recruited among the migrant small farmers who still had
 strong ties to the countryside and had inherited a conservative outlook.

 The second-generation working class is further removed from its
 rural background and tends to be more questioning of pro-management
 state policies. Since the late 1970s, labour-management relations in
 workplaces gradually have altered. During the 1980s increasing labour
 disputes and scattered efforts to mobilize workers in some workplaces
 were observed, but not until the end of 1987, when the year-end bonus
 problem became a source of labour-management conflict, did a large-
 scale island-wide labour movement begin to take shape in Taiwan.

 In the election of 1986, labour voters had demonstrated their
 dissatisfaction toward the KMT by casting votes for two opposition
 Democratic Progressive Party (DPP) candidates for seats in the
 Legislative Yuan and the National Assembly. However, such voting
 behaviour cannot be viewed as evidence of a direct connection between
 the DPP and the labour movement, as the DPP has not yet paid serious
 attention to the labour issue. Nevertheless, signs of political revolt from
 the working class were clearly seen by the KMT government, and a
 series of compensatory moves were made, in particular by establishing a
 new Labour Commission in the central government to deal more
 effectively with growing labour demands and appeals. Meanwhile, the
 labour movement is becoming more aggressive and better organized and
 can make stronger claims regarding the economic and political
 conditions suitable for labour as a whole.

 More and more strikes broke out due to failed negotiations between
 labour and management, and the Labour Commission apparently has not
 been effective in responding to the expanding demands from workers.
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 New independent unions are being formed by labour activists in many
 factories and they are directly challenging the representative nature of
 existing unions. Cross-regional, cross-factory and industry union
 federations have also been established. A Labour Party was established a
 year ago but split shortly thereafter. One faction left the Labour Party
 and formed a Workers Party in early 1989. The politicized inclination of
 the labour movement is increasingly evident, though its history is short.

 9. Farmers' Movement (1987-): Since land reforrn (1949-53), Taiwan's
 small family farmers have been the backbone conservative force behind
 the KMT regime. They, like the labourers, have long been deprived of
 political power. The Farners Associations have been manipulated by
 local political factions and, directly or indirectly, controlled by the
 KMT. They do not have any substantative political bargaining power
 with the state. The socio-political character of the small farmers changed
 somewhat because of the deterioration of Taiwan's agricultural sector,
 and they also expressed their grievance with the state's pro-urban-
 industrial development policies in many election results since the late
 1960s. However, no expressive rural social actions took place in Taiwan
 - even organized grievances limited to market concerns were absent.
 The absence of a 'commodity reform movement' before the 1980s can
 be accounted for by the conservative character of the small farmers and
 the state's absolute domination in the countryside via rural governance.

 But in a surprise to many observers, including government officials,
 political observers and economic specialists, more than three thousand
 fruit farners from central Taiwan protested for the first time in
 December 1987 in front of the Legislative Yuan and demanded that the
 state take immediate action to reverse a drastic decline in domestic fruit
 prices caused by imported fruit, mainly from the US. Among the
 protesters were Taiwanese, aborigines, and Mainlander veterans who
 were specialized fruit farmers. This protest was a spontaneous one
 initiated and organized by farmers themselves. No direct involvement
 from the opposition Democratic Progressive Party or other political
 forces was found. Since that occasion, there have been several other
 large-scale farmers' protests and demonstrations in Taipei, challenging
 the state's 'squeezing' agricultural policies and demanding a change.

 The participants have gradually increased to include not only those
 full-time specialized farmers, but also the largely part-time rice farmers.
 The objectives have also expanded to include the complete revision of
 existing agricultural policy, expansion of farmers' insurance,
 democratization of the farmers' associations, and establishment of a
 Ministry of Agriculture, etc. The independent 'Farmers Rights
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 Promotion Associations' have been formed in many counties by farmer
 activists, and two nation-wide unions have also been established to co-
 ordinate organized collective actions among those local associations.

 After recent frequent protests, particularly the demonstration of 20
 May 1988 by rice farmers from the southern counties that ended in
 large-scale urban violence in Taipei, the government began to take
 farners' demands seriously. The chairman of the, Council on
 Agricultural Development and Planning was replaced by an agricultural
 economist-turned-technocrat, also a favourite of President Lee Teng-hui;
 a province-wide farmer insurance scheme was implemented on a trial
 basis; the procedures for selecting the farmer association's general
 secretary were changed to involve less party interference; and a national
 meeting on agriculture was held to determine what future actions should
 be taken to solve Taiwan's agricultural problems.

 The state is the prime target of this farmers' movement. Aiming at
 commodity reform, economic concerns are the major appeals at the
 present time, but it is clear that the demands will extend to include more
 autonomy for farmers' organizations vis-d-vis the domination of the
 KMT state.

 10. Teacher's Rights Movement (1987-): Teachers, as Chinese
 intellectuals, enjoy a great deal of social recognition and respect. Yet
 they normally have no direct political influence on campus policy, and
 their own employment security has no proper legal protection,
 particularly in the high schools and some private universities.

 As indicated earlier, the campus has been one of the critical social
 sectors that the KMT has felt impelled to control. The KMT rulers
 clearly believe that education should be guided by political ideology
 through informal sanctions on employment and by personnel tools. As a
 result, Taiwan's teaching faculty has tended to be passive and
 conservative in expressing its political opinions. No organized efforts
 have ever been made to protect the teachers' employment security,
 academic autonomy or teaching environment in the past decades.

 In 1987, however, demands were voiced by a group of high school
 teachers who were fired for controversial reasons. They formed a
 Teacher's Rights Promotion Association. In the beginning, it was a very
 small organization, but then quickly developed into quite an influential
 nation-wide movement backed by large numbers of liberal university
 professors. As a result school administrators came under pressure. The
 Association also openly challenges the presence of military personnel
 who conduct military and political training for students. At several
 universities, professorial quasi-unions were organized for the purpose of
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 enhancing professors' input into administrative policy-making. A draft
 University Law has now become a battle ground between educational
 authorities and liberal academic activists.

 The long-standing presence of the KMT apparatus at schools, which
 exerts non-academic influence on various decisions, is the prime target
 of this middle class social movement. It is likely that the Association
 will put up its own candidates to compete for seats in the Legislative
 Yuan in the next election to be held at the end of 1989.

 11. Handicapped and Disadvantaged Welfare Group Protests (1987-):
 In Taiwan, welfare policies for caring for the elderly, handicapped, and
 disadvantaged have been quite regressive and inadequate. They are the
 marginal groups in Taiwan society, with no resources or power to
 influence the state's welfare policies. Their condition was made worse
 when the state decided to terminate the circulation of government-run
 lottery tickets that the handicapped and the poor elderly had relied on for
 their livelihood. This neglected minority, for the first time, went onto the
 streets to protest and present their petitions. This resulted in several
 other demands being pressed on the state, calling for more adequate
 attention to needy people.

 Many meetings and discussion sessions have been organized by
 existing welfare associations urging amendment of the welfare laws for
 the elderly, the handicapped, and those on social relief. New welfare
 laws for children, adolescents, and women are also being pressed by the
 various concerned groups.

 This social movement is basically a humanitarian movement almost
 totally devoid of any political motivation. The methods used are mild
 and, so far, no direct threat has been presented to the KMT state. To
 maintain its human rights record and to present itself as a humanitarian
 and caring regime, the government can be expected soon to respond to
 these welfare demands.

 12. Veterans Welfare Protest (1987-): Senior veterans have long been
 loyal supporters of the KMT regime, holding strong emotional and
 patriotic sentiments that are similar to those of the senior elites who
 came to rule Taiwan after their defeat on the Mainland. In the past, very
 few complaints were heard from these veterans, who had long since
 been discharged from the service and who, with meagre retirement
 pensions, have had to be largely self-supporting.

 In 1987, thousands of senior veterans were mobilized in a protest
 rally in front of the Executive Yuan demanding that better subsidies be
 provided by the Commission on Veterans. Such drastic and
 unprecedented protest struck a politically sensitive nerve, and an
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 immediate increment of the monthly compensation was promised by the
 government. Another even more sensitive problem remains to be solved:
 that is, the Land Certificates given to veterans entitling them to a piece
 of farmland in their respective home-towns on the Mainland after
 reunification with the Mainland is achieved. Under current
 circumstances, reunification seems a long way off, and as the veterans
 doubt it will be fulfilled in their lifetime, they demand that the state
 convert the certificates into cash. The KMT is now seriously considering
 this, as political pressures have built up considerably from various
 veterans groups.

 By the end of 1988, several veteran groups had been organized, and
 some ideological cleavages and conflicts have emerged. The KMT has
 been mobilizing among the veterans to form a pro-KMT group in order
 to establish a balance against the more radical veteran factions. The
 radical factions are now engaging in various protest actions for political
 institutional reform, such as the demand for an overall reorganization of
 the aging legislative bodies.

 To the KMT government, the protests of the veterans present an
 acutely embarrassing problem. The party, the military, and the
 administration will certainly try to use all means to pacify the angry
 veterans.

 13. Political Victims' Human Rights Movement (1987-): The issue of
 political prisoners has long been a politically sensitive one. In legalistic
 terms, all the prisoners who were convicted of crimes on political
 grounds were largely prohibited from being terned political prisoners.
 In reality, they were political dissidents against the authoritarian rule
 that had long held sway in Taiwan. It is not surprising that some of them
 were gaoled without due process, victims of a legacy of the past.

 In 1987, a group of such political victims, having been released
 from gaol, formed a Human Rights Promotion Association for both
 emotional and social support. They demanded fair treatment from
 society and full civil rights. Recently, this movement has become more
 and more politicized, with one faction joining the DPP in waging a
 political campaign calling for a 'New and Independent Taiwan'. Such a
 change in the nature of this movement is not difficult to understand.

 14. Mainlanders Home-Visiting Movement (1987-): In order to break the
 ban on contacts between the two separate Chinese societies, a group of
 senior Mainlanders, most of them veterans, organized a group
 demanding permission to visit their homeland after forty years of
 separation from their family members. This campaign was greeted with
 sympathy and support from both the general public and the reform-
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 conscious political elites of the KMT and DPP. In October 1987, the
 announcement to lift the ban was made by the KMT state, allowing
 those Mainlanders with relatives on the Mainland to visit on an
 individual basis.

 The KMT decision to permit the Mainlanders to visit their
 homeland should be seen as a strictly humanitarian gesture and should
 not be viewed as a change in the established policy toward the PRC. It
 was a welcome move, though, and enhanced the KMT reputation for
 being sensible. Because its single objective has been achieved, this
 campaign is now dormnant.

 15. Taiwanese Home-Visiting Movement (1988-): In recent months,
 some of the key individuals of the above movement have turned their
 attention to a call to grant permission to Taiwanese on the Mainland to
 return to the island. Those trapped on the Mainland had either been
 soldiers drafted by the KMT to fight against the communists on the
 Mainland during the civil war period between 1945 and 1949, or for
 political reasons, had been exiled to the Mainland after the 'February 28
 Incident' in 1947. Establishment of a philanthropic foundation is being
 considered by a group of concerned individuals and by the private
 business community to financially assist those Taiwanese on the
 Mainland who wish to return to Taiwan but cannot afford to do so. This
 appeal is also being seriously considered by the KMT government.

 16. Anti-Nuclear Power Movement (1988-): By 1988, Taiwan had
 constructed three nuclear power plants with four reactors. The Taiwan
 Power (Taipower) Company strongly backed by the state expected to
 have a total of twenty reactors by the year 2000. But in recent years, this
 aggressive target has come under severe criticism by concerned scholars
 and environmentalists. A heated debate took place in 1985 between the
 Taipower officials on one side, and scholars and environmentalists on
 the other, on the issue of whether or not the already planned fourth plant
 should be built. That debate was organized by the Consumers'
 Foundation and established an anti-nuclear mood in the minds of the
 public. However, despite capturing public attention, no organized
 movement was formed to resist Taipower on nuclear power policy.

 In early 1988, the local residents near the newly designated plant
 site organized an Anti-Fourth Nuclear Plant Committee with support
 from some environmental activists. In April, a group of professors and
 activists waged a hunger strike for their anti-nuclear cause in front of the
 Taipower headquarters. The resistance is growing among local residents,
 and the above mentioned nation-wide environmental groups are also
 taking an anti-nuclear stand very senrously. The controversy is expected
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 to continue into the future. For the economic officials, and Taipower
 particularly, it will be one of the most difficult problems they have had
 to face. The KMT state, under strong pressure from the media and
 public opinion, will probably modify its established policy on nuclear
 power development and adopt a lower profile on this issue in order to
 avoid the expected conflicts.

 17. Hakka Rights Movement (1988-): Since the 'February 28 Incident',
 the Hakka, a distinctive local dialect group, has been caught in the
 Taiwanese-Mainlander ethnic conflict. They comprise about 15 per cent
 of the total population, yet have taken no stand in the political struggles
 between the Mainlander-controlled KMT regime and the Fukienese-
 dominated DPP opposition. They demand instead that both political
 parties take the Hakka seriously. On 28 December 1988, five thousand
 Hakkas, from almost all counties where the Hakka reside, gathered in
 Taipei to make their claims heard. The immediate appeal was for what
 they called 'Return My Mother Tongue'. They asked for increased
 Hakka language programs on radio and television, which had not been
 allowed under the current Radio and Television Law. It also has direct
 implications for changing the KMT's national language policy in the
 public media and schools.

 It is expected that the Hakka Rights Promotion Association, which
 has generated much support from the Hakka elites and intellectuals, will
 continue such campaigns in the future. A new foundation is also being
 set up in order to promote the culture of the Hakka and to enhance its
 social and political recognition in Taiwan.

 Concluding Remarks

 From the above portrayal of each of the seventeen emerging social
 movements, some common characteristics can be delineated.

 First, the most striking characteristic of the social movements that
 have emerged in Taiwan in the 1980s is that each demanded reforms by
 the ruling KMT state. As pointed out earlier, a more general background
 pressure is for a change in the existing state-society relationship so as to
 grant more autonomy to civil society.

 Second, conflicts between classes are not the major sources for
 mobilizing organized movements. The common target of all the social
 movements has been the state. Even in the labour and anti-pollution
 movements, the state was seen as a critical target to which the
 participants made strong appeals.
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 Third, most of the emerging social movements have taken a rather
 depoliticized strategy by avoiding any obvious connection with the
 political opposition. The opposition DPP has not played any significant
 role in leading social movements, certainly not in an organized way.

 Fourth, the most significant collective sentiment expressed in most
 of the emerging social movements has been a feeling of 'victim
 consciousness', the 'feeling of being ignored and excluded'. Most
 participants subjectively identify themselves as victims. They feel that
 they have not been treated fairly even though they are not isolated from
 society or the target of social pathology. The collective actions are a
 rational mode of behaviour organized to create new channels for
 influence and participation in the system.

 Fifth, in a short period of time, most of the social movements
 discussed here have coalesced more firmly and some have begun to
 institutionalize. The demands made by all the movements have caught
 the state's attention and some positive responses have been made by the
 state.

 Sixth, there are attempts to extend coalitions and alliances across
 movements. Some common goals are being developed as some social
 movements have a sufficient commonality of interests that might
 generate a broader movement. By so doing, their combined strength and
 visibility will increase and the state will have to hasten its reform
 process.

 A new kind of political culture is gradually appearing in Taiwan - a
 participatory one - emerging, slowly but surely, from the mobilization
 of its civil society in the 1980s. Taiwan's civil society is no longer a
 passive recipient of the state's domination. It has been mobilized
 through a learning process engendered by these protest movements.
 Through this, the civil society as a whole, not just those active in the
 movements, have learned how to make claims on the state. It can be
 characterized as a 'demanding civil society' with a new kind of
 'participatory political culture' as its socio-psychological base. Such
 observations on the changing character of Taiwan's civil society can be
 supported by empirical studies of people's political behaviour and
 political culture.8

 The urge to participate in the existing system by way of collective
 action has also provided important learning experiences to people in

 8 Compare Hu Fo, 'Attitudes Toward Political Participation in Taiwan', in Yang
 Kuo-shu and Chiu Hei-yuan (eds), Taiwanese Society in Transition (Institute of
 Ethnology, Adademia Sinica, 1988) pp.327-54, and Yuan Soong-Hsi and Chen
 Teh-yu, 'Political Culture in Taiwan', in ibid., pp.299-326.
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 terms of how to act like respectable challengers. They demand change
 but not revolution. Although some participants in the protest movements
 feel deprived by the system, most activists, in my observation, also
 understand that they will have more to lose if the existing political and
 economic system is weakened drastically.

 The demanding civil society confronting the KMT state has, to a
 certain extent, accelerated the state's move to transform its rule from a
 'hard' to a 'soft' authoritarian posture. Liberalization is not the same as
 democratization, but liberalization usually can proceed toward
 democratization once the rules of the game between the civil society and
 the state have been forced to change. In various policy realms, the KMT
 state has begun to liberalize in order to meet the challenge from the
 demanding civil society.

 The state has permitted citizens to visit the Mainland and the New
 Testament church to settle on a remote mountain in southern Taiwan.
 Measures also have been taken to respond to demands from the
 consumer's movement, labour movement, farners movement, student
 movement, and Taiwanese-home-visiting movement by way of
 changing administrative agencies and reforming related legal
 arrangements. The Labour Commission is to be upgraded to ministry
 level and a Ministry of Agriculture is also being seriously considered. A
 Consumer Protection Act, University Law, and Regulation Governing
 Civic Relationships in Taiwan and the Mainland are all now pending
 passage by the legislative body. Though these responses from the state
 are not necessarily sufficient to meet the demands from civil society, the
 state has taken steps to respond to pressures that could no longer be
 ignored.

 What has emerged is a restive civil society that will increasingly
 exert direct pressure on the conduct of the state. The emergence of
 social movements has forced liberalization and responsiveness on the
 part of the KMT, though not necessarily fostering democratization per
 se.

 Democratization requires institutionalized political changes, more
 than just a relaxation by the authoritarian state of its tight control over
 society. But without such concessions to society on the part of the state,
 willing or unwilling, the restructuring of political institutions cannot be
 realized. I hold the view that once liberalization becomes a reality, and
 is firnly guarded by the civil society, learning the rules of the game of
 democracy will be the next goal.

 Taipei
 November 1989
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